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A FORTRAN IV code for the IBM-7094 computer has
been developed to analyze multi-channel pulse-
height analyzer gamma photon spectral distributions.
The distributions for whichthe code was developed
are those encountered in the measurement of the
bremsstrahlung radiation field from volume beta
sources, which may consist of a limited number
of line spectra in association with the bremsstrahlung.
The code generates the detector system response
matrix function and applies it to the monoenergetic
spectral components discretely and to the
bremsstrahlung iteratively. It corrects for iodine K
X-ray escape, detector non-linearity, system drift,
source decay, background, and detection efficiency.
The code presents_ digital results in the form of
differential and integrated photon number and energy
distributions, and exposure dose. The code o41onally
outputs spectral. data for use as input to a Calcomp
plotting program.
1. INTRODUCTION
This report presents a description of and the user requirements for code
CUBED II - - - a digital computer Code to Unfold Bremsstrahlung
Experimental Distributions developed under NASA-GSFC contract NASS-
10337. Code CUBED-II, written in the FORTRAN IV language for the
IBM-7094 digital computer, is a much modified version of code CUBED
which was developed under contract NASS-10133 and previously reported
in NUS-315 and -316 (1' 2) . The experimental continuous distributions
to be analyzed and for which the code has been specifically developed,
are those recorded by the right-cylindrical sodium-iodide (thallium
activated) ---- NaI (TI) ---- scintillation crystal, coupled to a multi-
channel pulse-height analyzer and exposed to the bremsstrahlung and
line energy photon field generated by right-cylindrical beta emitting
isotopic sources.
The code can either read or generate the scintillation detector system
response function matrix and apply it to unfold the pulse-height analyzer
distributions to determine differential and integrated photon number
and energy distributions, and exposure doses. The response maxtrix
generation procedure relies on the spectra of standard radioisotopes such
as 
Cd 109 , Hg203, Sr85 , Cs 137, Nb95 , Mn54 and Zn65 . The standard
spectra are normalized with respect to photopeak pulse-height and area,
their Gaussian photopeaks are subtracted and their Compton continua thus
determined. The continua of the response matrix vectors are determined
for the response matrix energies by quadratically interpolating the normal-
ized continu : ui the standards and computing the appropriate associated
Gaussian photopeaks . The thus interpolated vectors are redistributed in
pulse-height to match detector system energy response and to sati'Jify
the requirements of the bremsstrahlung spectra to be unfolded.
Code CUBED-II applies the response function matrix according to two
distinct procedures to unfcid either bremsstrahlung spectra, complex
spectra consisting of a limited number of photopeaks or spectra consist-
ing of bremsstrahlung -plus -photopeaks. The code computes detector
incident photon lines in the unknown spectra by the fitting of a Gaussian
function to each photopeak. The photopeak associated Compton continua
are determined by an interpolation of the response function continua. The
thus determined photopeak-plus-continuum spectra are subtracted to
leave, ideally, a continuous or zero residual spectrum. Continuous and
residual spectra are iteratively unfolded according to the method of
Scofield (2,3), to determine detector incident continuous photon spectra.
Total incident spectra are calculated as the sum of line and continuous
spectra.
The code corrects for partial photon energy deposition in the NaI(T1)
detector through the application of the response matrix. It corrects for
the number of photon interactions in the detector crystal and for absorp-
tions by the crystal cladding materials, interposed absorbers such as
A
Lucite and the air medium between the source and the crystal. In addition,
it corrects for primary source decay, iodine K X-ray escape, pulse-height
drift and natural background. It corrects for system nonlinear energy
response either inherently during unfolding or optionally when spectral
unfolding is optionally not carried out.
Code CUBED-II is designed to optionally output spectral data in a form
directly compatible with a Calc omp plotting code. A Calcomp plotting
code has been developed under the present contract and is reported upon
separately in a complementary report, NUS-397 (4) . Since the present
report is considered primarily as a code user's manual, a detailed
description of the mathematics and the logic of the code is referred to




Code CUBED-II is written in the FORTRAN IV compiler language for
a 32k memory IBM-7094 digital computer. It was designed to run
under the IBSYS monitor system at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
Input data are rsad from card-to-tape ---- TAPE 2, digital output
is written on tape for print out ---- TAPE 3, and on tape-to-card
---- TAPE 4, for input to the CALCOMP plotting code (4)
 . The code
calls only standard library subroutines, such as transcjndental
functions.
The code consists of a main control program and twenty-nine
subprograms, numbered from 1 to 30. A subprogram glossary is
given in Appendix I, in alphabetic name order; an input glossary of
variables in Appendix II, in order of input; and a code FORTRAN
punch card deck listing in .Appendix M. Appendix N consists of
a sample input card deck listing and Appendix V of a program output
listing corresponding to the input given in Appendix IV: the execu-
tion time for the sample data was approximately one minute.
The code is written in such a manner as to make it readily amenable
to either modification or subprogram substitution and, thus suitable
for analyzing scintillation spectra other than bremsstrahlung such
as those originating in, for example, photon transmission or,
scattering experiments. The response matrix generation portion of
the code may be separated from the overall code and used under the
control of a substitute main program. Appendix VI gives a listing
of such a substitute program and the code CUBED-II subprograms
required. In addition a modified version of the response matrix
generation portion if the code may be run under the- control of a
substitute program to normalize the continua resulting from many
measurements of Either a single or various sources. Appendix VI
gives a brief description and FORTRAN listing of such a substitute
program and the code CUBED-I subprograms required.
The logic and function of the main program -- MAIN -- and its
subprograms are discussed in Section 2. 2, in some detail. Those
subprograms not discussed are considered as being adequately
described in Appendix I. FORTRAN names and variables are shown
capitalized in what follows, with 'zero' and 'oh' thus: 4, 0. The
constants required by the code are explained in Section 2.3. Ref-
erence to this Section will allow the user to make changes as
necessary, in for example, the relationship of such as the detector
system photopeak resolution and pulse-height with photon energy.
The code output is discussed in Section 2.4 with special reference
to the intermediate output which may be requested as noted in
Section 3=2, and to the interpretation of the data listed in Appendix V.
2.2 CODE LOGIC
2.2. 1. MAIN PROGRAM
The main program was designed to execute data input and output
operations, many of them under initially input option signals, and
provide the control connectivity for the hierarchy of twenty-nine
subprograms presented in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a simplified
flow diagram of the main program. Program MAIN calls ten sub-
programs, namely:
PHOFRA OMITS DEC	 GANE	 SINGLE
SOLN	 DECAY GEOMTR ENLIN PULSE
Subprogram pHOFRA is called by MAIN to generate and return the
detector system response matrix and the associated vectors relating
:_
pulse-height to photon energy. It also returns a vector of photopeak-
area-to-total-spectrum-area ratios, I. e. experimental photofractions,
for code check purposes. The generated response matrix may be
optionally output on punch cards for either input to a Cal comp
plotting program or to code CUBED-II at a later time. Since the
matrix output data is multiplied by 10 4
 for plot normalization reasons,
the data must be divided by 104
 if it is to be used as code CUBED-II
input. Under control of an input option signal, the matrix and its
associated vectors may be read as a card deck, instead of generated.
For the analysis of many sets of unknown spectra one response
matrix may ire anplicablu, and thus the main program includes an
option to bypass both the calling of PHOEMA and the input of a.
matrix card de;ik. ror similar reasons an option, is provided to call
PHOFRA to generate a response matrix based on previously input
standard spectra.
Code options allow either the execution of MAIN to continue, return
to start or call EXIT after the calling of PHOFRA. Thus the code may
he run only for the purpose of generating a response matrix.
The code takes advantage of the fact that certain input data cards
for a set or block of unknown (beta) source spectra, vary in
only one or two variables, and so noed not be repeated, the unchang-
ing variables being supplied through the automatic calling of sub-
program .OMITS by MAIN.
Unknown spectra are input to the code in unWerrupted blocks of
up to twenty spectra through the calling of subprogram DEC by MAIN.
Since pulse height analyzer background subtracted counts are
recorded in a complement mode, i . G. as positive numbers, they
are converted to true negative nuc.bers by subpr+ogam DEG. A
count greater than R x 105 is assumed to be in the complement mode.
-rS-
MAIN is coded to subtract background spectra from source-plus-
background spectra under an input option control signal. This
option allows the subtraction or addition, of a fraction or multiple
of the background spectrum. It further allows the continued reuse,
as desired, of a previously stored background spectrum, and of
course the addition of similar spectra for special purposes.
The energy correspondence of the response function matrix to the
unknown spectra is matched through MAIN calling subprogram GANE(Z).
Subprogram DANE returns spectra to the main program which are
normalized to pulse-height analyzer true zero pulse-height and gain
changed such that their channel width corresponds to that of the
response matrix.
The code corrects unknown spectra for the non-linear energy
response of NaI(Tl) during the unfolding process or if according to
an input option this process is by-passed, by the calling of sub-
program ENLIN . Subprogram ENLIN returns an energy linearized
spectrum to MAIN which may be subsequently corrected for other
phenomena but is not unfolded.
At this point in the main program on both the first and subsequent
loops, the response matrix is stored, and an unknown pulse-height
analyzer spectrum is prepared and ready for conversion to a photon
number spectrum. According to an input option signal the code is
instructed that the unknown spectrum is either a pure continuum or
that instead, a given number of monoenergetic spectra are "super-
`	 imposed" on a continuous spectra. If the input option indicates the
presence of superimposed monoenergetic spectra and if their line
energ :.es are input, MAIN calls subprogram SINGLE price: to prvneeding
with the unfolding process.
Subprogram SINGLE is called by MAIN to determine the location of the
photopeaks indicated by the input energies of the monoenergetic
A-
components of the unknown spectrum. Gaussian distributions are
fitted to each photopeak and the associated Compton continua
established, and the corresponding line photon numbers calculated.
In this manner the monoenergetic spectral components are determined
in turn and subtracted from the unknown spectrum to leave a residual
continuum spectrum. The residual spectrum is returned to MAIN for
subsequent unfolding. The line photon numbers are added to the
residual photon number spectrum determined by unfolding to give the
total photon number spectrum represented by the input pulse-height
analyzer spectrum.
At this point in the main program on both the first and subsequent
loops, the unknown spectra are considered as prepared for unfolding,
and thus, they and the response matrix are communicated to sub-
program SOLN. Subprogram SOLN is called by MAIN to control the
unfolding process according to the Scbfield method (3) and to apply
efficiency corrections. Subprogram SOLN returns the corrected
photon number spectrum to the main program.
The determined photon number spectrum is corrected for primary
source decay after the main program calls function subprogram DECAY.
Subprogram DECAY returns a correction factor by which the number
spectrum is multiplied. The calling of subprogram DECAY may be option-
ally bypassed, in which case the multiplying factor is taken as unity.
Subprogram GEJOMTR is called by the main program to apply the decay
correction factor, carry out geometrical corrections, compute the
distributions, and exposure dose.
Subprogram GEOMTR returns the final results to the main program for
output, after which the code loops back along either paths 1, 2, or
3, as shown in Figure 2. The code loops back along path 1 primarily
to read new data pertaining either to the response matrix or to the
f
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control options or both. The code loops back along path 2 to read
new data pertaining either to the unknown source or if the maximum
number of allowable passes (twenty) along path 3 have been equaled;
the second reason is dictated by computer finite capacity. The code
loops back along path 3 to read a new unknown spectrum.
The called subprograms PHOFRA, ENLIN, SINGLE, SOLN and GE95MTR
are discussed further in Subsections 2.2.2 through 2.2.6.
2.2.2 RESPONSE FUNCTION MATRIX
2.2.2.1 Matrix Generation
The detector system response function matrix is generated under the
control of subprogram PHOFRA. The subprograms called by PHOFRA
are those shown in Figure 3, namely:
GAME	 RESGEN	 TA	 TE
PULSE	 RAXEL	 PEAKS	 PEEK
The main program supplies PH.OFRA with a number of control
parameters, and three variables. The variables are, namely:
a. the response function matrix size
(FORTRAN name N)
b. the desired energy worth of the upper.
edge of the matrix highest energy
increment (ELIMIT) and,
c. a linear energy response coefficient
(EM ='N-floating point'/ELIMIT) .
PHJ6FRA begins execution by input of a card deck of spectra of
standard radioisotopes. The number of such spectra is equal to
NSTAND, where NSTAND Z9. This card deck is preceded by one
parameter card containing information regarding the number of spectra
in the deck (NSTAND); the number of "dead" or unused channels at
the low energy end of each spectrum (NPHA); and the pulse-height
47
analyzer reference coarse gain at which they were measured (UNGAIN) .
The parameter card is followed by a set of NSTAND cards, each
pertaining to and in the same order as the spectra to which they refer.
These cards contain the source identity, data regarding peak
approximate locations and the deviation of the spectrum from true
zero pulse-height and hence the ± normalizing spectrum shift required.
A typical card deck is shown in Figure 4. (Further details are
referred to Section 3)
The standard spectra allowed by the code must have been measured
from the following radioisotope sources:
Cd1.09	 Sc 47	 Hg 203	 Au 198	 Sr 85
Cs 137	 Mn 54	 Nb95	 Na 22	 Zn65
The order in which they are input to the code is immaterial excepting
that Na 22 and Zn65
 must be input second-last and last, respectively.
The user . may employ sources not shown above by an obvious
modification of the DATA Statement in subprogram PHOFRA (located
at subprogram statement number 9095 + 5), so long as such sources
are monoenergetic and do not contain an 0 . 51 MeV energy photon
line. For example, suitable alternate spectra might be thcse
originating from Cr 51 &F 18  sources, or even hand prepared.
According to an input option and after the first call, calling of
PHOFRA allows the by-passing of input of standard spectra. This
allows the code to generate a response matrix based on already
stored standard spectra. Similarly subprogram SINGLE calls PROM
to determine Compton continua based on already stored current
standard spectra .
After data input to PIOM, counts in ie complement mode are
converted to their true negative value. The spectra are shifted to
true-zero pulse-height by the calling of subprogram GAME. Their
19-
order of input is established prior to the calling of subprogram
RESGEN.
Subprogram RESGEN is called by subprogram PHOFRA to normalize
the standard spectra with respect to photopeak area and pulse-
height, and to subtract photopeaks and source-characteristic X-ray
peaks. The residual spectra thus determined consist of Compton
continua characteristic of the primary photon energy. The X-ray
peaks are subtracted since they are not representative of the primary
photon energy but rather of the source. The 0 . 51 MeV photopeaks
and their Compton continua are subtracted for the same reason.
Figure 5 shows a typical set of spectral continua as normalized by
subprogram RESGEN for PHOFRA . The logic of subprogram RESGEN
is described in section 2.2.2.2.
Subprogram RESGEN returns normalized differential standard spectra
to subprogram PHOFRA. These spectra are transformed to cumulative
distributions in the negative pulse-height direction, i. e. beginning
at the highest channel number. The cumulative distributions are
re-ordered with respect to the ascending order of primary photon
energy, prior to interpolation. The energy ordered cumulative dis-
tributions are interpolated quadratically with respect to the energy
axis of the desired response function matrix through subprogram
PHOFRA calling subprogram TA and function subprogram TE. The
results of interpolation consist of N (corresponding to matrix size)
Compton continuum vectors, as cumulative distributions, which
ideally, are normalized to unit photopeak area and pulse-height.
The interpolated cumulative distributions are differentiated to yield the
conventional differential continuum distributions. Subprogram SINGLE
calls PHOFRA to interpolate normalized Compton continua at specific
energies as described in this paragraph.
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The Gaussian photopeaks and iodine K X-ray escape peaks of unit
total area and at unit pulse-height (photopeak) are added to the
differential Compton continua to yield N complete spectra. The
peaks are computed through PHOFRA calling subprogram PEAKS . The
Gaussian photopeak photon energy dependent standard deviation
a (E) , is computed from an expression of the type (2 ' 5)
c (E) - k • En
	(1)
where
k and n are determined by a fit to the photopeaks
of the standard spectra, either by a regression
analysis or by a plot of a (E) against E on log-log
graph paper and the slope n and the intercept k
(at E = 1.0 keV) obtained.
The energy dependent K X-ray escape fraction is determined through
PH.SFRA calling function subprogram RAXEL, which interpolates a
stored table of escape fractions described in Section 2.3.
The N determined unit length differential spectra are-redistributed
in pulse-height according to the non-linear energy response of the
detector system. The redistribution is obtained through PHOFRA
calling subprogram GANE. The non-linear pulse-height is obtained
through calling function subprogram PULSE.
At this point in the execution of subprogram PHJDFRA a response
function matrix has been determined. This matrix and its correspond-
ing vectors of pulse-height, photon energy and photofraction are
returned to the main program. Figure 6 shows the photofractions as
determined by PHOFRA and the actual experimental values at stand-
ard source energies.
2.2.2.2 SPECTRUM NORMALMATI©N
Subprogram RESGEN normalizes the standard spectra communicated
+11-
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to it through the calling of subprogram PHOFRA. A general flow
diagram of its logic is given in Figure 7 .
	 It begins execution by
carrying out certain initializations .
	 In the event that an 0.51 MeV
spectrum and either Zn 65 and/or Na 22 have been included in the
spectra,	 additionally stores
	 as	 vectorsinput standard	 it	 then	 dummy
for later 0.51 MeV spectral subtraction. It calls subprogram STDFIT
to	 linearcarry out a non-r gression fit of a Gaussian-plus-straight-
line function as coded in subprogram FU NUS, to the primary and 0.51
22MeV (of Na	 and Zn65} spectral photopeaks. Subprogram STDFIT
calls subprogram GUESS to estimate suitable initial values of the
five function
	 intercept; Gaussianparameters: straight -line slope and
photopeak standard deviation, area and mean pulse -height. Sub-
STDFIT	 fittedprogram	 returns the parameters of the 	 photopeaks to
subprogram RESGEN.
Subprogram RESGEN uses the fitted parameters to subtract the primary
photon energy photopeaks from the standard spectra. This operation
is followed by a subtraction of the characteristic X-ray peaks in the
case of those spectra where they occur. The 0.51 MeV photopeak
and continuum of Sr85 , if it has been input, is employed to subtract
the 0 . 51 MeV spectrum contribution of Na 22 and/or Zn65 . This
l
operation requires both count and pulse-height gain normalization,
the gain normalization being carried out through the calling of sub-
program CANE .
The Compton continua are gain normalized to a photopeak pulse-height
of 100 channels by the calling of subprogram GANE and count normal-
ized to unit photopeak area by a division operation. The iodine K
X-ray escape peak is subtracted for the case of primary photon
energies less than 300 keV. The resulting residual normalized
continua are checked for negative count values, which are replaced
by zero, and returned to the calling subprogram PHOFRA. The photo-
peak fitted parameters are also returned to subprogram PROM.
^12-
Although the pararr,Aters of the Gaussian photopeaks were intended
to be optionally least-squares fitted to an empirical expression by
the calling of subprogram SVFIT (1,2) , they are at present coded as
program constants. At subprogram RESGEN statement 9096, SN and
SCONST correspond to r, and k of equation (1) and are coded as
equal to 0.7677 and 0.3210, respectively. This encoding is based
on the NASA-GSFC particular detector system; it is proposed to use
subprogram SVFIT in a future version of code CUBED-II.
Code CUBED-II computes Gaussian photopeaks using the coded
values of n and k in the noted- subprograms and for the following
reasons;
-:
(a) Subprogram GUESS to estimate the initial value of
photopeak parameters for the iterative regression analysis
carried out by subprogram STDFIT.
(b) Subprogram RESGEN to compute the iodine K X-ray
escape peak subtracted from standard source spectra.
The actual values of n and k are those coded in sub-
program RESGEN, or as generated by subprogram SVFIT
if it is used.
(c) Subprogram PH46FRA to compute the photopeaks and
escape peaks for response matrix generation. Actual
values are those coded in RESGEN, or as generated by
subprogram SVFIT, if used.
(d) Subprogram SINGLE to estimate the approximate
fitting limits or channel numbers, bounding photopeaks
or X-ray peaks to be analyzed discretely.
Subprogram SVFIT of code CUBED-I, may be fimployed in code CUBED-II
after DIMENSION values coded as 40 are reduced to 30 or less.
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{2.2.3
	 ENERGY RESPONSE CORRECTION
Subprogram ENLIN is called by MAIN according to an input option to
correct pulse-height analyzer spectra for the non-linear response of
the Nal (Tl) scintillation spectrometer system to gamma photon energy.
The logic of subprogram ENLIN is described in this section.
The main program supplies ENLIN with a number of control parameters
and four variables. The variables are, namely:
a. The number of channels in the spectrum to be
linearized (N)O,
b. The counts in the spectrum to be linearized
(FM (1) )
c. The energy at which the spectrum was calibrated
(EG), and
d. The measured pulse-height corresponding to the
calibration energy (VG) .
For the sake of discussion in this section the above input to ENLIN
will be referred to as n, Ci, E m and Vm, respectively.
Subprogram ENLIN begins execution by defining the linear response





V = Vm/ ( 1 + a Vm (Em))	 (3)
and
aVm (Em) is the fractional deviation of pulse-height
from a linear response for energy E m , as determined by
ENLIN calling subprogram PULSE; BV is further discussed in
Section 2.3. The linear response is normalized at energies
E = 0 and 1.3325 MeV.
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The non-linear channel energy worth of channel i, is determined as
Ai
 = Vi - Vi-1	 (4)
where
Vi = Vi { 1 + 3V  (Ei) )	 (s)
With the above relationships established the linear response count in
channel i, Ci , may be determined as
C  = Ci • Ai /oi	(6)
Although the energy worth for C, varies from channel to channel it is
equal for all channels for C i . Again, the spectrum integrated counts
for CI and Ci are equal. Appendices IV and V present a sample input
and output for Ci and Ci; Ci was chosen such that Ci would be a
straight line corresponding to a linear response curve.
2.2.4 ANALYSIS OF MONOENERGETIC SPECTRAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Subprogram SINGLE is called by MAIN according to an input option
to carry out an analysis on indicated given energy monoenergetic
spectral contributions. It was developed for those bremsstrahlung	 I
spectra where prominent Gaussian photopeaks are present. It was
not intended for X-ray peaks which consist of more than one X-ray
line and thus, not a simple Gaussian distribution. For those-
spectra containing X-ray peaks the iterative unfolding procedure
may be applied, but the rate of convergence may depend on the
prominence of the peak. An option allows X-ray peaks to be
alternatively fitted with a single Gaussian distribution to give an
approximate result. The degree of aproximation obtained has not
been fully analyzed.
Subprogram SINGLE begins execution by estimating the channel loca*mw
of the photopeak fitting limits (NSS and NFNN) based on the peak
input energies. It first establishes the approximate channel region
of the photopeak. It than ascertains it more accurately by calling
subprogram V£CTMX for the approximated channel region to establish
the channel of maximum count. The fitting limits are determined as a
function of photon energy in terms c- the standard deviation and the
constants given in equation (1) . The subprogram checks to ensure
fitting limits are within the spectrum and not overlapping, each other.
With the fitting limits established subprogram STDFIT is called to fit
a Gaussian distribution to each photopeak in turn. Subprogram
STDFIT returns the photopeak parameters to SINGLE.
The Compton continuum associated with each photopeak is determined
by stalling subprogram PHOFRA, .which returns an interpolated continuum
normalized with respect to a photopeak pulse-height of 100 channels
and unit area. The continuum is then scaled and gain changed accord-
ing to the peak area and pulse-height determined by STDFIT.
Gain changing is carried out through SINGLE calling subprogram
GANE. The photopeak and Compton continuum are then subtracted
from the unknown spectrum for each monoenergetic spectral component
in turn to finally leave a bremsstrahlung continuum residual spectrum.
If no bremsstrahlung or other continuous contribution was present in the
unknown, then ideally a zero spectrum will result.
Prior to returning the residual continuum to MAIN for iterative unfolding
SINGLE determines the photon number of each monoenergetic spectral
component. It does this by computing the photofraction, P(E), the
detector interaction efficiency, t (E) , and the attenuation term for
detector cladding, air and lucite material interposed between the
source and NaI (TI) crystal, II(E), all as outlined in reference (2) .
The photon number is the" determined from the relationship:
nl6-
N (E) a Photopeak Area jor Counts)	 (7)P	 • r	 • "(E)
The corrections noted are carried out by subprogram SINGLE calling
function subprograms EFFIC, ALUM, PERSPX and CLAD. N(E) is
returned to MAIN to be added to the continuum number spectrum
determined by iterative unfolding, and thus give the total number
spectrum corresponding to the unknown pulse-height spectrum.
Figure 8 shows a number spectrum for Cs 137 and Mn 54 as
determined by code CUBED-II employing subprogram SINGLE.
2.2.5 SPECTRAL. UNFOLDING
The reduction of pulse-height analyzer continuous spectra to photon
number spectra and the application of efficiency corrections are
carried out under the control of subprogram SOLN called by the main
program. Subprogram SOON begins execution by carrying out certain
initializations after which it calls subprogram RESMAT to unfold the
the pulse-height analyzer spectra according to the Scofield method (3) .
The number spectra returned by subprogram RESMAT are corrected for
efficiency. The thus corrected number spectra are returned to MAIN.
The remainder of this section describes the logic of the unfolding
subprogram RESMAT and of the efficiency vector subprogram EFFIC,
AIRABS, PERSPX and CLAD.
Subprogram RESMAT unfolds the pulse-height analyser spectra by
solving the matrix equation (in matrix notation)
P W R if	 (8)
where P and N' are the m-dimensional vectors of PHA spectrum and
s





is the m x m square response function matrix. Equation (8) is
formally solved as
N' = R -1 P	 (9)
where R is non-singular and R -1 is its inverse. Subprogram RESMAT
executes equation (9) iteratively according to the Scofield method (3) .
Figure 9 shows a flow diagram of the iterative algorithm coded in
subprogram RESMAT. Further details are referred to references (2) and
(3) .
The efficiency corrected photon number spectrum N, is determined
from Equation (9), as
-4= -1N  n N
where n is a diagonal efficiency matrix accounting for interaction
efficiency and photon attenuation by detector cladding, air and lucite
materials interposed between the source and the crystal. Subprogram
SOLN calls function subprograms EFFIG, CLAD, AIRABS and PERSPX
to determine il and then executes equation (10), returning the deter-
mined photon number spectrum to MAIN. Figure 10 shows a typical
spectrum before (P) and after (N) unfolding.
2.2.6 ANALYSIS OF UNFOLDED SPECTRA
Subprogram GEOMTR is called by MAIN to carry out a final analysis
on the unfolded photon number spectra. The spectra are corrected
for primary source decay and converted by GEOMTR to differential
photon number flux at the detector per unit time, Nx(E) , (coded as
FNXTAL) , as













The differential energy flux incident on the crystal per unit time,
Ix(E), (coded as ENXTAL), is determined as
Ix(E) = Nx(E) • E, MeV/cm 2
 sec	 (12)
The energy integrated exposure dose rate at the crystal, D, (coded as
DOSDET) , is determined as
D = "enetgY Nx(E) 'par (E) K dE, roentgens/hours(13)
where
pair (E) = energy mats absorption coefficient
of air, cm /gm
K	 = conversion constant
= 3600/5.24 x 107 , (roentgens-second-gm air)/
MeV-hour
The integration in equation (13) is carried out numerically by GEJOMTR,
as
M
D =	 N (Ei) Ei ;,air (Ei) K p Ei	 (14)
i=1
The energy integrated photon number and photon energy flux at the
crystal is determined by integrating Nx(E) and I (E) over E, (coded
as SUMNUM and SUMENY); the units are y/cm 2X
 sec and MeV/cm2
-sec. The following tabulated data are also determined by sub-
program GEOMTR for output by the calling mai :i program: -
FORTRAN NAME	 EQUAL TO	 DEFINITION & UNITS
(AT THE CRYSTAL)
AVENGY	
EN(E) . E. AE
EN(E) . 0E
PHNUBE	 EN(E) . AEN0
average energ-i, Mev
integrated photon number flux




ENBENY	 ENEE).E.AE integrated energy flux per beta
0max maximum energy, (MeV/cm 	-sec)/MeV; (E^
	 defined belov)
max
PHENBE	 EN(E) . AE integrated energy flux per beta
N0 source strength, (MeV/cm2 -sec)/
(R/sec)
DOXBEX	 D/N0 dose rate per beta source strength,
(r/hr)/(S/sec); (D defined in
equation (13)) .
(AT THE BETA SOURCE CYLINDER)






dose rate per beta source
strength, (r/hr) /(R/sec); (G
defined below)
dose rate per beta source




Amax = maximum beta energy in MeV
EBMAX of card@? of report section 3.2*
NP = number of source emitted betas per unit time
(SBETA of card(Dof report section 3.2) 3.7 x 1010**
and	 G = D /A = 1/2 (1 - r/(r2 + R2)1/2)
where
A = solid-angle subtended by the crystalx
at the source geometric center.
* if not meaningful to cmde user, then input as,. EBMAX = 1.0
** if not. meaningful to code user, then input as, SBETA - 1.0/(3.7 x 1010) .
"20-
Cl = total solid-angle at the source =
4 n steradian
r = source to crystal distance
Subprogram GEOMTR returns all of the above data to the main
program for output under option. The differential energy flux at
the crystal Ix(E), (ENXTAL) is output under option by MAIN on
punch cards for input to a CALCOMP plotting program.
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2.3 CODE. CONSTANTS
In this section the origin and meaning of constants employed by code
CUBED-II are discussed. All attenuation coefficients used were
those given in references (6) and (7) . The discussion is carried
through in alphabetic order of subprograms, except for MAIN which
is discussed first. Certain subprograms require no discussion.
MAIN: the constant 30.48 at program statement number 0 + 5 is
source-to-crystal distance in cm. for use by the code in that instance
where it is omitted from input. The constant 0.75 at statement
number 0 + 18 is Lucite absorber thickness in cm 2/gm for use by the
code; Lucite thickness is presently not coded for input, though it
may easily be coded by the user. The constants ON = 20.0,
HITMAX = 50.0, EPS = .0001, RX = 3.81 and H = 7.62 at statement
numbers 7708 to 11008 are used by the code if input left blank; they
are discussed in Section 3.2. The constants associated with UT at
statement numbers 40 to 47 are explained in section 3.2. The con-
stant 3.7 E + 10 at statement number 128 + 1 is the conversion factor
for Curies to disintegrations/second.
AIRABS: the mass absorption coefficients of air are given in the DATA
statement in cm 2/gm. The coefficients include coherent scattering.
They are multiplied by the density of air in gm/cc to give output
units in cm-1.
CLAD: The attenuation factors (a fraction) of the detector cladding
material are given in the DATA statement. They were determined for
the following material composition and thicknesses
-22-













µ(E) is the material weighted mass absorption
coefficient.
DOSE: the energy mass absorption coefficients for air are given in
the DATA statement in cm 2/gm. They are based at 20 0C and a




EFFIC: The energy of the K electron shell absorption edge of iodine
in NaI(Tl) is coded as 0 . 03316 MeV. The density of NaI(Tl) as 3.667
gm/cc. The total mass absorption coefficients are given in the DATA
statement in cm 2/gm; they do not include coherent scattering.
EPS = 1.0E - 06, is the integrating accuracy required of code SIMPSN
for evaluation of the interaction efficiency factor(2) .
FUNUS: The constant 0.3989423 is unique to the normal or Gaussian
distribution(8) , ie. for a unit area Gaussian the maximum population,
,at the mean, is = 0.3989423/(Standard deviation) = 1/0422-7.
GE95MTR: The constant defined as CONST has been already discussed
for equation (13) .
GUESS: The constants • 321 and • 7677 are k and n of equation (1) .
The constant 1 . 065 is unique to the Gaussian distribution, ie, the
--23-
area of a Gaussian is given as (8)





The values of 0.321 and .7677 correspond to a 7 . 1% detector
resolution at E = 0 . 662 MeV.
PEEK: constant 0.3989423 explained for subprogram FUNUS .
PERSPX: the mass absorption coefficient for perspex (ie. Lucite) is
given in the DATA statement in cm2/gm.
PHJOFRA: the isotopic names and photopeak energies in MeV of the
allowed standard source spectra are given in the DATA statement located
at subprogram statement number 9095 + S. The energy of the iodine
K X-ray, 0.0285 MeV, is given at statement numbers 825 and 59. The
constant 2354 . 82 coded at statement numbers 59 + 2 and 5 + 2 is
equal to 2 . 35482 times 1000 . 0 where 2 . 35482 is a unique Gaussian
constant (8) , i.e.  Gaussian width at half height = 2 x 1.17741 x Q
PULSE: the fractional deviations of pulse height at specific energies
are given in the DATA statement. They are based on an analysis of
experimentally measured standard source spectra whose photopeak
energies are well known. A step-by -step description of such an
analysis can be found in reference (9) . The deviation values coded
in PULSE are typical of the spectrometer system and not just character-
istic of NaI(Tl) .
RESGEN: the constants 0.321, 0.7677, 2.354 and 0.0295 at statement
numbers 9096, 9096 + 1, 9096 + 3 and 11005 + 4 have been explained
for subprograms GUESS and PHOFRA.
SINGLE: the constants . 321, .7677 and 2 . 354 at statement number
1870 + 1 have been discussed for subprogram GUESS and PHIMA.
RAXEL: the iodine K X-ray escape fractions derived from the equations
of Axel (10) for parallel beam geometry and as modified in reference (11)
-24-
are given in the. DATA statement for energies yap to 0.150 MeV. For
incident photon energies greater than 0 .150 MeV, the fraction is
computed by RAXEL as
Fk(E) - 5.0233 x 10 -5 x E-2.787






Figure 2 gives a simplified flow diagram of the main program, showing
the flow path location of READ statements. Figure 11 gives a model of
the input deck. The encircled card numbers in Figure 11 are referenced to
locations similarly encircled in Figure 2. The Standard Source Spectra
deck, encircled number 0 is shown in more detail in Figure 4. The
READ statement for 0 is located in subprogram PH.OFRA. Card deck
is physically located between cards encircledSO and O7 , as shown in
Figure U. Spectral variables for @ are defined in Figure 12. The optional
single card ( is required only when intermediate iterating output from
subprogram RESMAT is desired. The optional card deck 0 is loaded
instead of @ when the response matrix is to be READ, instead of gen-
erated. The control variables M (1) to M (18) , except M (16) and M (17) ,
are required for branching in MAIN. M (16) ^ 0, is to allow the subprogram
PHOFRA READ statement to be jumped in those instances when a new
response matrix is to be computed using standard spectra previously
stored and analyzed. M (17) Y(
 0, is to allow SOLN to jump the unfolding
procedure, but apply efficiency corrections. Punched card output options
for CALCOMP code input are defined by card 4& they are variables
MPIj0T ( 1) to MPLOT (5) . The variables MPL.OT (1) and MPLJOT (2) are
reserved for output to be CALCOMP plotted; variables MPIj0T (5)
defines the number of acutal CALCOMP plots; variables MPLOT (3) and
MPLfbT (4) are spare and thus available for additional output option.
The details, restrictions, order, formats and card locations of the code
input are described below. Card numbers are encircled and defined in
the order in which they are read by the code.
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3.2 CARD INPUT DETAILS
Cara 1 { one card; once only )
NAME
	 COLUMN 	FORMAT	 DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
SET	 1-10	 F10 . 5	 Total number of spectra to be
unfolded
Card Z ( single card)
CASE 2-72 A User ' s problem description
(column 1 for (alphanumeric)
printer control)
Card 3 ( single card )
M (1) 1-4 I4 Signal for routing after response
matrix generation
< 0	 CALL EXIT
= 0	 Continue
> 0	 Return to READ card ^2
M (2) 5-8 I4 If = 0, correct for source decay
else no correction.
M (3) 9-12 I4 If = 0, call GAME for energy
correspondence correction else
no correction.	 --s`
M (4) 13-16 14 AIf = 0, output the spectral result
of M (3) correction.
M (! 17-20 I4 If = 0, unfold spectra else bypass.
M (6) 21-24 I4 If F( 0, output the unfolded, but
otherwise uncorrected spectrum.
M (7) 25-28 I4 If j4 0, output the unfolding
convergence differences.
M (8) 29-32 14 If pi 0, write the decay corrected
spectrum.
M (9) 33-36 14 Output the final results; none < 0
all	 = 0
integrated only > 0
M 00) 37-40 I4 If	 0, output the response matrix. 	 I
NAME	 COLUMN	 FORMAT
M (11) 41-44	 I4
M (12) 45-48	 I4
M (13) 49-52	 14
M (14) 53-56	 I4
M (15) 57-60	 I4
M (16) 61-64	 I4
M 117)	 65-68	 I4
M (18)	 69-72	 I4
DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
If ji
 0, by-pass the final result
computations, (i.e. by-pass
GEOMTR) .
If = 0, output the number and




If # 0, read card @0 and analyze
complex-plus-continuous spectra.
If # 0, used by PHOFRA to skip
the input of standard spectra
when previously input spectra
can be reused for new response
matrix.
If # 0, analyze spectra, but
do not unfold.
If # 0, READ care l') .
NOTE: The choice of non-zero values required for M ( I ) is arbitrary, however,
index values will aid in identity, e.g. if M (7) P1 0 then use as = 7.
Card 0
MPLJOT (1)	 1-4	 I4
MPLOT (2)	 518	 14
MPLJOT
 (3)	 9-12	 I4
MPLJOT (4)	 13-16	 I4
MPLOT (5)
	 17-20	 14




Signal to output on cards
the code determined energy
spectra for CALCOMP plotting.
Spare option signal
Spare option signal
The actual number of spectra
( or figures) to be output on
cards for input to the CALCOMP
plotting code.
-as-
Card ( single card; last 5 variables usually blank)
NAME COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
ELIMIT 1-10 F10.5 The energy of the upper edge of
the response matrix highest
channel, meV .
oiso 11-20 F10 . 5 Loop limit; number of sets of
source data (card ^7 before
return to READ card 2
ASMM 21-30 F10.5 If < 0 READ a response matrix,
( card sat @ ),
= 0 use already computed
matrix,
> 0 generate new matrix;
CALL PHOFRA. choice
of values are arbitrary,
eg•. -1. and +1.
ON 31 -40 F10.5 The size of the response matrix,
I. a. number of channels; also
the size of final flux spectra,
24J.0.
HITMAX 41-50 F10.5 The maximum number of unfold-
ing iterations; an even num-
ber such as 50 . 0 unless
Iterating output per M (18)
required. Z 100.0.
1
EPS 51 -60 F10.5 Convergence tolerance at
which iteration will cease.
e.g. .0002.
RX 61-66 F6.4 Radius of NaI (T1) crystal, cm.
H 67-72 F6 . 4 Cylindrical length of NaI (T1)
crystal, cm.
NOTE: if 95N zero (or blank)	 code setts	 -	 20.




if EPS ^^ ( it	 ^^	 )	 is "	 0001
if RX to 	 )   3.81 cm. (-1.5")
if H " (11 	 ) of "	 7.62 cm. (- 3")
NAME	 COLUMN	 FORMAT	 DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
Card 6
Card Q refers to a deck of cards of which two kinds are allowable,
namely:	 or @.
Card set	 will be input, if 16MM <0; read by subprogram PHOFRA.
Card set @ will be input if OMM > 0; read by program MAIN.
Neither set input if 16MM = 0





IS	 The number of standard
source spectra.
NPHA	 6-10	 IS	 The count in the first NPHA
channels of each standard
spectrum are replaced by the
count in channel NPHA + 1.
UNGAIN	 11-20	 F10.5	 The reference coarse gain
of the pulse-height analyzer.
Use 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0,
16.0 or 32.0 (for future code
extension) .
Card Set 6 - 2 (I = to NSTAND cards )
ALABFI W	 216	 AS
NSJ (I)	 11-15	 IS
NFNJ (1)	 16-20	 I5
Standard source identity.
Must be one of CD109,
SC47, HG203, AU198,
SR85, CS137, MN54, NB95,
ZN65 or NA22, right-justified
in card field.
A Gaussian-plus-straight-line
function is fitted to standard
spectra from channel NSJ to
NFNJ.
A Gaussian-plus-straight-line
function is fitted to standard




	 COLUMN FORMAT	 DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
NSXj (I)	 21 - 25 I5	 X-ray peaks between channel
NSXj and NFXj are subtracted
from standard spectra; if NSXj




of Na	 and Zn	 are sub-
tracted if they are present in
the standard deck ( -NSXJ and
+NFXJ are .51 meV peak channels
defining this fitting range) .
NFXJ (1)	 26 - 30 IS	 X-ray peaks between channel
NSXJ and NFXJ are subtracted
from standard spectra; if NSXj
Is negativilhe 0.51OeV spec-
tra	 of Na	 and Zn	 are pre-
sent in the standard deck (-NSXj
and +NFXJ are .51 meV peak
channels defining this fitting
range) .
SHIFT (1)	 31 - 40 F10.5	 The channel location (f) of the
standard spectrum true zero
pulse-height.	 The code carries
out a shift correction.
Card Set 6A - 3 (NSTAND times 20 cards ) ; (( R ( I, j)
	 , I = 1,200j = 1 NSTAND)	 _
R (1, 1)	 1 - 7 F7.1	 The count in the first channel
of the first input standard
spectrum.
R (2, 1)	 8 - 14 F7.1	 The count in the second
channel of the first input
standard spectrum.
R (10, 1)	 63 - 70 F7.1	 The count in the tenth channel




	 FORMAT	 DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
R (11, 1) 1-7 F7.1.
 The count in the eleventh




	 F7.1	 The count in the 200th





















The above Card Set 'q- - 3 may be summarized as:
10 channels of information/card per 1OF7.1 format
20 cards/spectrum
NSTAND spectra,
The spectrum input order must correspond with the order of
card set @ - 2, Na 22 ( if input ) must precede Zn 65 ( if input )
and Zn65 must be last ( if Zn65 not input, Na 22 must be last) .
The order of the remaining spectra is immaterial.
Card Set
Card Set 6 - 1 (( ON x ON/5 ) Cards ); ( (R (p, I), I= 1, ON), J = 1, ON =` y
R (1, 1) 1-11 E11.4 Response Matrix Element 101
R (1, 2) 12-22 Ell .4 10	 of	 is1,2
R(1, 3) 23-33 Ell .4 of	 of	 it 1,3
R (1, 4) 34-44 El1.4 of	 Is	 of 114
R (1, 5) 45-55 Ell .4 1,5




45-55	 Ell.4	 ON, ON
(last carts)
—32— a
NAME	 COLUMN	 FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
NOTE: The first ON elements input represent the lowest energy matrix
vector spectrum (analogous to a PHA spectrum); similarly, the
second ON elements, etc. The sum over each vector must =
unity.
Card Set 6^ - 2 ( (ON/2) cards )
Q (1) 1-7 F7.4 Mid-increment energy of first





	 Mid-increment energy of second
energy interval of response
matrix.
	F7.4	 Mid-increment energy of tenth
energy interval of response
matrix.
	
F7.4	 Mid-increment energy of




Q (95 N)	 64-70	 F7.4	 Mid-increment energy of
6Nth energy interval of
response matrix.
Card Set	 - 3 ( (ON/2) cards)
PV (1)	 1-7	 F7.4
PV (2)	 8-14
Mid-channel value of first
channel of response matrix.
Mid-channel value of second
channel of response matrix.
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NAME COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
PV (10) 6.4-70 77.4 Mid-channel value of tenth
channel of response matrix.
PV (11) 1-7 F7.4 Mid-channel value of eleventh
channel of response matrix.
PV (ON) 64-70 P7.4 Mid -channel value of JONth
channel of response matrix.
Card n7 (Single Card)
BTAG 2-6 AS Unknown (beta) source identity
(alphanumei•ic)
SBETA 11-20 F10.5 Unknown (beta) source
strength, curies .
EBMAX 21-30 F10.5 Unknown (beta) source maxi-
mum beta energy, meV.
CYLDIA 31-40 F10.5 Unknown source cylindrical
diameter, cm.
TH 41-50 Fi0.5 Unknown source half-life
(optional units; see UT this card) .
RUNS 51-60 F10.5 Number of spectra per unknown
source data set, Z 20.0.
CHANLS 61-66 F6.0 Number of pulse-height analyzer
channels per spectrum, <200.0.
UT 67-72 F6.0 Multiplier for TH:
UT =	 0.0; TH in years
=	 1.0; TH in seconds
=	 60.0; TH in minutes
=	 24.0; TH in hours
= 365.0; TH in days
(Values other than these will
cause output of error flag
followed by CALL EXIT)
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NAME	 COLUMN	 FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
NOTE: BTAG, SBETA and EBMAX may be 'blank', 1.0 and 1.0 if not known
prior to analysis. Actual values are used only for normalizing in
subprogram GEOMTR prior to output of analysis results.
Card Set 8
"Number of cards in set 806 RUNS. Input of card I ; 1 detailed below, cards
2 to RUNS similar. Card order must correspond to related pulse-height
analyzer unknown (beta) spectra, I ;Z 20.0.




FIE (I)	 15-21	 F7.3
DELT (I)	 22 -28	 F7.3
TM  (I)	 29-35	 F7.3
COGAIN (I)	 36 -42	 F7.3
VG (I) 43-49 F7.3
EG W 50-56 F7.3
TTZ (I) 57-63 F7.3
of unknown source to front face
of NaI (T1) cystal, cm.
Polar angle of NaI (Ti) crystal
axis with respect to the unknown
source, degrees (a dummy vari-
able for future use) .
Azimuth angle of NaI (T1)
crystal axis respect to the
unknown source, degrees ( a
dummy variable for future use) .
Live time counting duration of
unknown spectrum, minutes.
Time duration from reference time
to start of counting, days.
Pulse-height analyzer coarse
gain setting for unknown
spectrum, S 1.0.
Monitor pulse-height correspond-
ing to EG(I) , channels.
Monitor energy corresponding to
VG(I), meV.
Pulse-height analyzer channel




. M T_ DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
BK (1)	 64-10
	 F7.3	 BK (I) times a background spectrum
may be subtracted from the
unknown spectrum (if BK (I) neg-
ative, then is added) .
BNBK (1)	 71-72
	 F2.0	 Background spectrum signal:
< 0 subtract previously stored
background
= 0 no background
> 0 read and subtract background
Background spectra are read follow-
ing unknown spectra with which
they are associated.
Card M ( one card )
This card is input only when M (18) 9 1 0. It may contain up to
18 integer numbers, which are the indices of the iterating or
unfolding loop at which intermediate output is desired. <
eighteen indices may be input. The card format is 18I4
Example:
MN (1)	 1-4	 I4	 Iterating loop index eg. 3
MN (2)	 5-8	 I4	 10	 11	 toeg. 5
MN (3)
	 9-12	 I4	 of	 it	 01eg. 9
will give output on iterating loops 3, 5 and 9.
Card Set 10
This card set is input only when M (15) j^ 0. It must consist
of RUNS cards corresponding to the number of unknown spectra
in card set I	 Each card contains the photon energies of
the photopeaks in the corresponding unknown complex-plus-
continuous spectrum to be analyzed. From one to four photo-
peaks may be analyzed
EUK (1, 1)	 1-10	 F10.5	 Energy of the first photopeak
in card set 0 first spectrum
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fNAME COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
EUK (2, 1) 11-20 F10.5 Energy of the second photo-
peak in card set © first
spectrum.
EUK (3, 1) 21-30 F10.5 Energy of the third photopeak
in card set 11 first spectrum.
EUK (4, 1) 31-40 F10.5 Energy of the fourth photo-
peak in card seta first
spectrum.
EUK (5, 1) 41-50 F10.5 Channel defining lower energy
side of an X-ray peak whose
energy is EUK (1, 1), in card set
	 11
first spectrum; NSJ on card
	 6A -2.
EUK (6, 1) 51-60 F10.5 Channel defining upper energy
side of an X-ray peak whose
energy is EUK (1, 1) , in card
set 11 first spectrum; c. f.
NFNJ on card 6&2.
EUK (1, 2) 1-10 F10.5
EUK (6, RUNS) 51-60
	 F10.5
	 Channel defining upper energy
side of an X-ray peak whose
energy is EUK (1, RUNS), in card
set 11 last spectrum; c . f .
NFNJ on card 6&2. 	 f
NOTE: The first photopeak is that at the lowest energy with the remainder
being in energy ascending order. If EUK (5, 1) and EUK (6, 1) are
blank no X-ray is present.
Card Set 1
The number of cards in this set = (CHANLS * RUNS/10.0. + the number
of background cards if any) . The cards will contain the unknown (eg.
beta) source spectra to be unfolded. The number of sp ctra which may
be input is limited by the DIMENSION (20) of card e 7 d defined as
= RUNS. The spectra, corresponding to card sets 7 and, may be
stacked together. A background spectrum if input must directly follow
the unknown spectrum from which it is to be subtracted. Twenty




ias twenty spectra from the standpoint of 20 being the maximum number.
Each spectrum contains CHANLS channels and background spectra must
correspond. Each card contains 10 channels of information. Thus, the
following is typical of card set 1I1 as read by subprogram DEC: -
NAME
	 COLUMN	 FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
S (1) 1-7	 F6.0	 Pulse-height analyzer count in
channel 1.
S (2) 8-13
	 F6.0	 Pulse-height analyzer count in
channel 2.
S (3) 15-20	 F6.0	 Pulse-height analyzer count in
channel 3.
	F7.1	 Pulse-height analyzer count
in channel 10.
	





S (CHANLS)	 F7.1	 Pulse-height analyzer count
in channel CHANLS.
(last card in spectrum)
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3.3 CODE OUTPUT
Throughout the discussion in this section, reference to Appendix V,
Sample Code Output Listing, is necessary and understood. Those out-
puts which are clearly defined by format headings are either not dis-
cussed or are mentioned only briefly. Output pages are referred to
through the encircled letters A, B, C, etc. The minus signs in front of
zeroes are a computer phenomenon and not meaningful.
A. The values on this page are output by MAIN, and are as input on
card sets&o 50, with the exception of EM(=EN/ELIMIT) and the obvious
modifications to NaI(T^ crystal dimensions (note the units are output in
inches) .
B. The values on this page are output by PHOFRA, and correspond to
those standard source spectral parame-Lers input on card sets lam, - 1 and - 2.
Indicated channel numbers are those values after shifting with respect to
true zero channel has been carried out.
C. The values on this and following similar pages are the standard
source spectral counts corrected for input in the complement mode and
true zero channel. This output by PHOFRA corresponds to card set O- 3
input.	 g
D. The results of the Gaussian function regression analysis by STDFIT
for the standard spectra photopeaks are output on this page by RESGEN .
The output is self-explanatory.
E. The output on this and the following similar pages. by PHOFRA,
consists of the Compton continua of the standard source spectra nor-
malized with respect to unit photopeak area and a pulse-height of 100
channels. Beginning at the first channel containing a negative count,
the spectra are modified to contain zero counts.
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F. The photofractions output on this page, by PHOFRA, are for the
energies output on page H and correspond to the solid line in Figure 6.
G. This page presents the response matrix generated by PHOFRA and
output by MAIN. It corresponds to that input which would be required
for card set 6& 1.
H. This page presents the energies (in MeV) and pulse-heig+nts (in
channels) corresponding to the generated response matrix, at increment
midpoints, as determined by PHOFRA and output by MAIN. It corresponds
to that input which would be required for card sets &2 and -3.
I. The output on this page, by MAIN, corresponds to the input speci-
fied for card set 7&nd 8Z, excepting that the units in some cases are
modified before output.
J. Optional output by MAIN giving the indices for which unfolding
iteration output has been requested by input of card@9 .
K. Optional output by MAIN giving the energies (in MeV) of photo-
peaks at which discrete analysis by SINGLE has been requested through
Input of card 10
L. The output on this page by MAIN corresponds to the (first) spec-
trum to be analyzed and as input on card set 11 Background spectrum
subteaction and complement mode correction is carried out before output.
M. The output on this page by SINGIS is self-explanatory and refers
to the fittincl of an input specified monoenergetic spectral component of
the unknown spectrum.
N. The optional output on this page by MAIN corresponds to the un-
k.n-*.rn spectrum after gain changing and before unfolding analysis.
O. The output on this page (and the following page) by RESMAT is
that requested by input of card@. It consists of the gain changed un-
known sr ectrum normalized to unit integral count; output at loop IT, corre-
spondinc to '-,hat requested (per MN) , of the determined photon number
_!0-
spectrum (PHI) and the iterated input spectrum (PP); the iterated spec-
trum and the iteration conve.-Vence loop (IT) , the normalizing integral
count (SU) and the final value of the iteration arresting criterion term
(TERM n X 2 , Pearson's Chi Square) .
P. The output on this page by SOLN is self-explanatory and consists
of the components of the diagonal efficiency matrix, fi, defined by equa-
tion (10) of section 2.2.5.
Q. The optional output on this page by MAIN, consists of the effi-
ciency corrActed and unfolded spectrum after post-normalization (scalingI
with SU); the rate of convergence during unfolding (4r); and a repeat
output of the gain-changed unknown spectrum.
R. The optional output on this page, by MAIN, is self-explanatory
and consic t i ^f Nx(E) and Ix(E) , as already discussed in section 2.2.6.
S. The output on this page, by MAID, is self -explanatory and consists
of SUMNUM , SUMENY, D (Equation 14) , AVENGY, etc. in the order of,
and as already Uscuszed in, sectlan 2.2.6.
T. The output on this page by MAIN consists of the diagonal of the
efficiency matrix tl, defined by equation (10) of section 2.2.5.
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4.0	 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A FORTRP.N IV IBM-7094 package code has been developed for the rapid
analysis of bremsstrahlung spectra . The code is readily adaptable to
the analysis of continuous scintillation spectra generated by other than
pure beta emitting volumetric sources, such as are obtained in photon
backscattering or forward scattering experiments. The response matrix
generating portion of the code is suitable for use as a separate entity
for analyzing spectral problems such as those encountered in the various
fields of gamma spectrometry.
The code employs an iterative unfolding method which has been used
successfully by its authors, N. E. Scofield ^ll) and R. Gold (12) , by the
present author(10) , and others (13,14) . While it is not suggested that
this method is exact, it does obtain results which are approximately
.correct. It is suggested that degree of accuracy be the subject of future
work, wherein the iterative method results would be compared with
analytic results. The best value of the matrix size consistent with non-
oscillatory good results and computer efficiency would be of interest
heap . Contract circumstances did not allow sufficient time to pursue
such a study in detaii during the development of code CUBED-II.
• It is proposed that the response matrix generating portion of the code be
made more versatile by allowing additional standard sources, such as.
Co 60 and Na 24 , to be input and thus allow the cc ,A'e upper energy range
to extend from 1.28 MeV to 2.75 MeV. In this respect, it is mentioned
that during the code development, considerable difficulty was experi-
enced in using Na 22 because of the relatively high intensity of the
1.28 MeV photopeak . Also in this regard, it is mentioned that spectra
with Prominent backscatter peaks presented difficulties, especially
when associated with geometry that varied from standard source to
-42-
standard source. This problem may be at least partially circumvented
by a judicious choice of experiment shielding geometry and mater l.ols .
It is concluded that the developed code 4 U3%D-II is an operable and
useful addition to the field of scintillatio=n spectrometry. It allows the
generation of the detector system response function n a ► ;ix, the spectral
unfolding process and the final analysis of unknown continuous spectra
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(CALL PULSE Ilk RAXEL)
^:-I,*En
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(CALL PEAKS)
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NOTE: Notation As Defined In
Section 2.2
P - INPUT SPECTRUM
R = RESPONSE MATRIX
N = OUTPUT PHOTON SPECTRUM
It = ITERATION INDEX








(k)	 (k-1)	 , (k-1)




THE GENERAL LOGIC OF
SUBPROGRAM RES MAT
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FIGURE 10 BREMSSTRAHLUNG SPECTRUM
107r	 BEFORE AND AFTER ITERATIVE UNFOLDING
NOTE: SR90(Y90) BREMSSTRAHLUNG SPECTRUM
SOURCE-3"X3" NAIRU CRYSTAL DISTANCE-23.75"




















ui UNFOLDED PHOTON SPECTRUM
Z	 1Z	 ^^ AFTER EFFICIENCY CORRECTION
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GLOSSARY OF PROGRAMS FOR CUBED-II
( In alphabetical order, except for MAIN )
NUMBER NAME FUNCTION or USE
1 MAIN Input, output and linking of
subprograms.
2 AIRABS Computes air interaction
factor.
	 (F)
3 CLAD Computes detector cladding absorption
factor.	 (F)
4 DEC Reads pulse-height -nalyzer spectra;
checks for PI..A-complemented counts
5 DECAY Computes decay correction factor.
	 (F)
6 DOSE Computes gamma photon dose. 	 (F)
7 EFFIC Computes elements of detection
efficiency vector.
8 ENLIN Applies energy response non-linearity
correction.
9 FC Crystal interaction efficiency function. 	 (F)
10 FUNUS Photopeak function fitted by
STDFIT (Gaussian distribution on
straight line base) .
11. GANE Gain changing program; also spectral
shifting.
12 GAUSS Computes Gaussian photopeak tor
given parameters.
13 GEOMTR Computes geometry factors, integrates
number and energy spectra and calculates
normalized dose data for final code results .
14 GUESS Provides initial estimates of the photopeak
functicn parameters for non-linear regression




















Code for insertion of repetitive variables
omitted on all but first-card of set.
Adds photopeaks and escape peaks and
computes photofractions .
Computes Gaussian function.
Computes ,., ,apex absorption, factor.
Control program for response matrix
generation.
Computes the detector system pulse-
height for given energy.
Computes NaI (T 1) iodine K X-ray
escape fraction.	 (F)
Orders and normalizes standard
spectra for response matrix inter-
polation.
Pulse-height analyzer spectrum
unfolding according to the Scofield
algorithm.
Simpson's rule integrating program
for function FC.	 (F)
Determines monoenergetic spectral
contribution.
Determines and applies detector
efficiency vector.
Non-linear regression analysis of
standard spectra photopeaks .
Binary table searching program.
n-degree Lagrangian interpolation
program.	 (F1
Determines the index and value of the
maximum valued element in a vector of
elements.
FUNCTION subroutines are donoted by (F) .
-61-
APPENDIX II
GLOSSARY OF INPUT VARIABLES
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APPENDIX 2
GLOSSARY OF INPUT VARIABLES
In Order of FORTRAN Listing Appearance	 PROGRAM AND
WAME	 DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE 	 FORMAT STATEMENT NO.
SET Total number of spectra to be unfolded. MAIN, 27000
CASE (12) Seventy-one columns (characters) user remarks. , 1001
M (18) Eighteen branching controls , 1001
MPL,OT (5) Five punch card output options 0 1001
ELIMIT Energy in meV of upper edge of response
matrix highest channel. 1001
OJSO` The number of spectra to be unfolded for a
given set of unknown source data . 1001
OMM Signal to generate, read or assume as
already stored: The system response
matrix. f 1001




HITMAX Maximum number of unfolding iterations
desired; an even number unless intermediate
unfolding output desired per M(18) and
MN(I) . 1001
EPS Unfolding convergence tolerance. 1001
RX NaI (T 1) crystal radius (cm .) 0 1001
H NaI(T1) crystal length (cm.) 0 1001
R (40,40) Response matrix (READ when OMM negative) . 0 1966*
K For low energy analysis the lowest response
matrix vectors may be zero because of 10 keV
energy cut-off; K is the cut-off index (READ
when OMM negative) . , 6691*
COGAIN(20) Pulse-height analyzer coarse gain setting
for unknown spectrum L 1.0) . , 12000
VG (20) Monitored or calibrated spectrum;
reference pulse -height corresponds to
EG (channels) . , 12000
•	 -63-
EG (20) Monitor or calibrating spectrum:
reference energy corresponds to
VG (meV.) . ,	 12000
TTZ (20) Positive or negative channel location of
Pulse-height analyzer true zero ,	 12000
BK (20) A multiplier applied to background spectra
for subtraction operations (addition
operations if negative) . ,	 12000
BNBK (20) A background subtraction option signal
(if zero, no background; if +, subtract
existing background; if -, subtract new
background) . ,	 12000
MN (18) Iteration indices at which intermediate
unfolding output desired per M(18) # 0. 555*
EUK (6, 20) Monoenergetic photopeak energies and
X-ray upper and lower channel limits. 700*
S(200) Pulse-height analyzer unknown source and
background spectra. DEC,	 3000
NSTAND The number of spectra in the standard
source library deck. PHOM,	 6
NPHA The first NPHA analyzer channels are
referred to as "dead" or redundant. 6
UNGAIN Reference coarse gain for standard spectra;
used for pulse-height energy relat?onship. 6
ALABEI, (9) Standard source identity 6**
NSJ (9) Fit standard spectrum photopeak from channel
NSJ to NFNJ. 6**
NFNJ (9) Fit standard spectrum photopeak from
channel NSJ to NFNJ. 6**
NSXJ (9) Subtract-standard spectrum X-ray peak
or fit 0.51 meV peak from channels NSXJ
to NFXJ . 6**
NFXJ (9) Subtract-standard spectrum X-ray peak
or fit 0.51 meV peak from channels
NSXJ to NFXJ. 6**
SHIFT (9) True zero pulse-height channel location
for standard spectrum: NSJ, NFNJ, N XJ,
and NFXJ adjusted accordingly. 6**
-64-
R (91 200)	 NSTAND standard radioisotope spectra:
200 channels each.
Numbers in parentheses indicate DIMENSION reserved storage. If none
indicated, ( 1 ) to be assumed.
*Input according to option signals.
**Numbers in parenthese are three ( 3 ) less than DIMENSION,





FORTRAN PUNCH CARD DECK LISTING
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RESPONSE MATRIX GENERATION PROGRAM
The response matrix generation portion of code CUBED-II may be used
separately, if desired. For this purpose a substitute controlling program






The input for this program is card set 6A as given in Section 3.2 of the







FORMAT	 DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
ii0
	
The size of the response matrix,
channels; < 40.
F10.5	 The energy of the upper edge
of the response matrix highest
channel, meal.
I10	 When # 0, used by PHOFRA to
skip the input of standard
spectra when previously input
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NORMALIZING PROGRAM FOR STANDARD SPECTRA
This appendix presents a substitute main program and a modified version
of code CUBED-I (1) subprograms, which may be used to normalize stand-
ard spectra. Surh a normalizing code is desirable, for example, in map-
ping the radiation affects of laboratory geometry for a proposed experi-
mer.,A. This mapping will often result in the generation of a large number
of similar spectra, originating from a standard source s>>ch as Cs 137 or
Mn 54 . The purpose of the program presentE d in this appendix is to allow
the rapid semi-automatic analysis of many ,similar spectra.
The normalizing program outputs fitted photopeak areas, pulse-heights
and standard deviations; spectral pea --to-total ra-cios --- photofractions;
and Compton continua normalized to photopeak unit area and pulse-height
(100 channels) . X-ray and annihilation peaks, etc. are not subtracted
by this program.
The substitute main program and code CUBED-I subprograms are listed
in this appendix. A sample input and output are also listed --- for two
similar Mn 54 spectra. The inp ,lt for this program is exactly as described
for card set 6A in report Sectj,:,a 3. 2, excepting in that the spectra may,
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